UCrate®
The Right Choice in Protecting Long & Narrow Products

Choose Quality, Speed and Service

UCrate® offers a highly durable, cost-effective option for protecting long, narrow products such as window blinds/rods, tubing, metal rods/extrusions, fragile instruments and glass products. It offers a cleaner, lighter-weight option than wood, is easier to load and is more stackable than tubes, and provides better impact resistance and scuff protection than corrugated...all leading to significant savings in labor, freight and storage.

UCrate® is a lightweight yet durable packaging option for protecting delicate items during shipping and handling. Its smooth laminated paperboard construction provides impact resistance, scuff protection and stackability.
Paper widths

Paper widths of up to 18 inches can be formed into virtually any combination of base sizes, leg sizes and leg lengths. When ordering UCrate®, please specify:

1. Leg size (height)
2. Base size (width): measured by the inside dimension
3. Wall caliper (thickness): available in calipers of 0.080 to 0.400 inches
4. Lengths: standard lengths available up to 300 inches; special-order lengths available

**NOTE:** You do not need to specify cover dimensions; cover will be designed to meet your base specifications.
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VChannel®

A Flexible Shipping Option

A VChannel® can be easily converted into UCrate®. Simply fold along the score and it is ready for use.

- Easily stack one on top of another
- Use space efficiently
- Optimize transport
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Great Northern Laminations®